FROM 0 tO 4,000
In 2014, we journeyed and trained close to 4,000 undergraduates from all over the country. The happy smiles that we see on the faces of these young leaders certainly fuel our work.
As we look back, we realise that determination is the thing that separates those who succeed and those who do not.
More importantly, it also differentiates between the good and the great. We also believe that determination and excellence is not something we can claim to have. It is a "something", which we have to earn from the testimonials of our clients and also participants.
We have been blessed to have clients who not only praise our work but who have also been returning year after year to collaborate with us. While we are not perfect, we push ourselves to deliver as close to perfection as possible.
This year we embark on our biggest project yet, a Leadership & Community Programme with 1,500 university students. Certainly our time, team resources and creativity will be stretched but we believe it's going to be a good stretch.
While we do not know the outcome yet, we are more than determined to make it an amazing experience for the students.
We believe that this is the determination that will bring us further than we have ever been. So it's not about the Determining factor, it's about the Determination factor.
The Campus Business Simulations are designed to encourage perseverance towards completing a set of goals. Often we throw in unexpected situations and interventions that disrupt the student's plans and challenges them to think through the problem.
The students select their own businesses or community projects based on KPIs and expectations set at the level of working adults. The objective is to push students out of their comfort zones to achieve things which they have never thought possible. We imagined teens mingling around the table having fun while sharing stories about daily happenings.
Never mind that none of us knew how to play foosball, let alone have any idea of the rules or proper techniques for controlling the ball or scoring.
It'd be the thing that would draw the crowd together for good, clean fun and action. Besides, how difficult can it be to play foosball?
NO REGULAR FOOSBALLER
Then one day, one of the members brought a friend-Edwin-who wanted to check out DropZone after hearing about the brand new foosball table. Edwin loved the place but having watched our foosball action, he wasn't sure if the table was being utilised properly.
As it turns out, Edwin had the proper "foosing" techniques and was happy to coach anyone who was interested to improve. In short, we ended up enrolling for his free lessons.
So we started learning the 'ABCs' -ball control, passes, shooting, and body posture, among others. It was exciting and painful at the same time.
Anyone who has tried forming a new habit will tell you that it takes a period of adjustment before a new behaviour becomes the norm. There were frustrating moments such as when we failed to do the passes right and bungled the shots, and we wondered if this was a good idea at all.
But we trudged on. We told ourselves that it was important to get the foundation right in order to maximise learning outcomes. We were determined to see it through, and our efforts soon paid off after a period of relearning. Since then, foosball has not been played the same way. Matches have become faster and more thrilling. We were able to enjoy and gain a deeper sense of satisfaction from the game.
Determination made this possible, allowing us to accomplish the right goals at the right time, regardless of obstacles.
Determination is practised in our project management pieces with youth through the DIODE project pitch-out, Club MAD projects and DropZone events where participants are encouraged to see their initiatives through to completion. This trait is also highlighted in daily informal coaching sessions, especially in DropZone where youths are reminded to be firm in their pursuit of their personal goals.
n The Leaderonomics Youth team is dedicated to providing youths between the ages of 11 and 19 with opportunities to develop and grow their leadership potential.
IN Leaderonomics, the Corporate Services team is responsible for providing leadership development services for corporate organisations, with the vision of building leaders one leader at a time.
The team consists of over 20 individuals, each playing a different role that focuses on diagnostics, solution design or programme management.
Our vision is to build leaders who will impact their communities positively, and lead with love rather than hate.
In a corporate setting, we are faced with the challenge of developing leaders who can contribute to their organisations, and also personally to their communities.
We choose to persevere despite obstacles because of our belief in the overall vision and mission of the company.
We see the benefits gained by participants of our programmes, and every small improvement counts. And so, we have developed the determination to continue doing our work -becoming even more determined in tough settings.
"NO" NOt IN OUR VOCABULARY
Determination is vital in order for us to push forward despite being given the word "No", and especially when there are easier routes to take.
To contribute to the vision, we choose to work with our clients by building relationships with them and taking the time to deliver quality work.
In our training and development programmes, we emphasise setting personal goals for each individual. By providing the tools, platforms and support (through elements such as programme managers and mentors), we help to ensure that participants are able to experience and practice determination to the fullest.
Participants often have to overcome many obstacles in completing their projects, which help them develop an efficacy in terms of embodying determination as a trait. 
